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Data for the figures presented in this feature come from three sources measuring school and program
enrollment by race or ethnicity nationally. The first is the National Survey of Early Care and Education, a
nationally representative study of center- and home-based early childhood programs conducted in
2012. The study draws on integrated surveys of providers and households to offer comprehensive
information on early childhood program use and availability. Our analyses leverage public-use centerand home-based provider files and incorporate sampling weights and related information to support
nationally representative estimates. We restrict all analyses to programs serving at least five children to
ensure the possibility of integration.
To supplement these data, we use additional data from the Common Core of Data and the Private
School Universe Survey, both from the National Center for Education Statistics. These data describe the
universe of schools serving grades K–12 for students attending regular schools in the US mainland
states during the 2011–12 school year. The Common Core of Data is a census, providing enrollment
data for every public school in the country. The 2011–12 Private School Universe Survey includes data
on 91.8 percent of the country’s private schools, as reported in the survey’s general documentation.
Segregation indexes summarize the distribution of racial or ethnic groups among units (in our case,
programs) within a system (the country). The first figure presents a nonparametric summary of this
distribution, showing estimates of the density of programs within 10 bins of the black or Hispanic
program population share separately for early childhood education and for kindergarten and first grade.
In the rest of the figures, we summarize segregation in this distribution using a single index, the
dissimilarity index, computed as follows:
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Here, 𝑝𝑖 is total enrollment in program 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 and 𝑁 is the total number of programs in the
country; 𝑚𝑖 is the black or Hispanic share of program students; 𝑀 is the black or Hispanic share of
students nationally; and 𝑃 is the total number of students in the country.
Intuitively, the dissimilarity index measures racial or ethnic imbalance between programs. It can be
interpreted as the share of black or Hispanic students that would have to switch programs to achieve
complete integration, as a ratio of the same share, but starting from a completely segregated status quo.
High values of dissimilarity mean that a large share of students would have to switch programs to
achieve integration. In a perfectly integrated environment, the index equals 0, and in a perfectly
segregated system, the index equals 1.
Notably, this formulation of segregation imposes the assumption that the national black or Hispanic
share is the racial or ethnic composition of a racially balanced program. Nevertheless, the results
presented in this feature are robust to the use of other segregation indexes, including the isolation
index and the variance ratio index. Isolation indexes are based on exposure to diversity, summarizing
the average racial or ethnic composition of the programs black or Hispanic students attend. Variance
ratio indexes are based on isolation measures but include an adjustment for overall racial or ethnic
composition.
The indexes presented in this feature are measured on a national scale. In that sense, these indexes
assume the entire country is a school system to be evaluated based on its segregation. This contrasts
with more common approaches to measuring segregation that focus on specific geographies, be they
school districts, metropolitan areas, or states. Intuitively, the country has a higher scope for segregation
than a small community because it is larger, more populous, and more racially and ethnically diverse
than the average community. This should be considered when interpreting our findings, as it implies that
our estimates may change at other levels of geography.
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